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Director’s Note
Since our last newsletter, CARDUSF has been extremely busy. We have
been closely monitoring the status of
Representative Susan Goldstein’s bill in the
legislature to determine whether 1) CARD
sites statewide would receive a financial
increase to better serve the continual growth
of individuals; 2) CARD constituency boards
would be required to raise 2% of each CARD
site’s budget to supplement expenditures that
CARD is not allowed to use its funds for; 3)
CARD sites across the state would need to all
offer the same array of services according to
our mandate and 4) a new CARD site would
be established at Florida Atlantic University
that would acquire current USF counties of
Okeechobee, St. Lucie, Martin, and
Indian River.
Several CARD directors, including
myself, spent time in Tallahassee for Autism
Awareness Day and met with Representative
Goldstein and others. The outcome of the
legislative session is as follows: There was no
new funding provided to CARD statewide.
The constituency board from each CARD
site “should” raise 2% of the CARD budget
for support purposes. This money would be
placed in a foundation account to help pay
for things that CARD is not able to fund.
There will be a transition period where all
CARD sites will align their activities to the
mission designated by the legislature. Lastly,
FAU will become the 7th CARD site and will
acquire Okeechobee, St. Lucie, Martin, and
Indian River counties from the CARD-USF
region. This transition will take place during
July 2005.
In addition to the many new families we
are now serving, CARD-USF has exceeded
the 5000 mark for the number of individuals
served since it began 13 years ago. This is
a huge milestone given the limited staff

resources we have. We continue to serve
over 3000 families and professionals across
a 14 county region. We have been traveling
across our area forming new relationships
with the hope of educating, collaborating
and supporting individuals working with and
living with autism.
We have been updating all of our
materials to have the new look for CARDUSF. In addition, we have re-designed
our website and added some new things. I
encourage you to visit the website and check
out what’s new at http://card-usf.fmhi.usf.
edu . I also hope that you will see the changes
in the content of our newsletter. There is
no longer a training schedule. For more
information on changes in CARD trainings
and workshops, see our new column on page
2, Training FlashCARD.
Our constituency board just met for
a day long retreat on May 23, 2005. (You
should all now know who represents you,
as we recently sent out a new brochure
introducing you to constituency board
members.) During that retreat, our board was
guided through a process to define key areas
to be addressed over the next year and a half.
The experience -- helped members define the
board’s mission, their roles, and future goals
that the group will address.
As always, we thank you for your
support of CARD. We’ll be looking to you
for assistance this next legislative session to
help your local representatives understand
your family’s needs. CARD will be working
toward a funding increase next year to expand
services that can better meet your needs. A
coordinated statewide voice from families
will give a message to Tallahassee that CARD
serves an important function in Florida.
—Karen Berkman, Ph.D.
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Wild About CARD

Autism Awareness 2005

Center for Autism & Related Disabilities
University of South Florida
Louis de la Parte
Florida Mental Health Institute
Department of Child & Family Studies
Division of Applied Research
& Educational Support
13301 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33612-3899
Phone: 813-974-2532
Florida only: 1-800-333-4530
FAX: 813-974-6115
E-mail: card-usf@fmhi.usf.edu
http://card-usf.fmhi.usf.edu

This year’s Autism Awareness campaign was
a great success! We targeted a variety of audiences
and received wonderful feedback from all those
involved. The Autism Awareness activities that
CARD facilitated this year included an amazing and
productive collaboration with the Junior League
of Tampa in which information regarding Autism
Spectrum Disorders was disseminated at a familyfun-day event at Lowry Park Zoo. In addition,
CARD developed and disseminated a brochure for
pediatricians to assist in informing parents about the
“First Five Things” to do once their child has been
diagnosed as being on the Autism Spectrum. CARD
also developed press releases for local media to better
inform them in regards to portraying individuals
with disabilities, and Autism Spectrum Disorders in
particular, in the work they do in the media. CARD
also participated in a University of South Florida
Bulls Market in which CARD staff disseminated
information regarding Autism Spectrum Disorders to
students on campus.

Autism Awareness Day at the Lowry Park Zoo
Hosted by the Junior League of Tampa Bay and CARD-USF
On 4/2/05, the Junior League of Tampa Bay
joined forces with CARD-USF to hold an event at the
Lowry Park Zoo. We were approached by the Junior
League several months earlier about working with us.
As our team considered how the Junior League could
be of assistance, we thought about Autism Awareness
month activities. After considering several ideas, we
finally agreed to hold a special event at the zoo that
would attract families to come and check out the
information we had on autism. The Junior League
supplied face painting and tattoos for the children
and a contest on knowledge of animals. The winner
won a 4 pack of passes to the zoo and a stuffed animal
from the gift shop. Over 100 people stopped at the
event and over 470 tattoos were given out that day. It
was a great day for everyone and we want to especially
thank Laurie Wilson and the Junior League for their
willingness to partner with CARD-USF.

Our Mission
The mission of the Center for Autism &
Related Disabilities (CARD) at the University
of South Florida is to provide support and
assistance that optimizes the potential of
people with autism and related disabilities. Our
effort to achieve this mission is exemplified in
the four “components for caring” that are the
focus of our work:
•

Direct Assistance – Providing
individualized support for people with
autism and related disabilities, and their
families, in natural community settings.

•

Technical Assistance & Consultation
– Undertaking activities on behalf of
programs (e.g., classroom, supported living
residence, supported employment site,
etc.) that serve people with autism and
related disabilities.

•

Professional Training – Providing instruction
on autism and related disabilities through
our workshops, conferences, in-service
training, and college courses.

•

Public Education and Awareness
– Developing and disseminating information
about people with autism and related
disabilities.

As one of six regional, university-based CARD sites,
CARD-USF provides its services to individuals with
autism and related disabilities, their families, related
professionals, and the general public throughout an
eighteen county catchment area in west, central, and
southwest Florida.

Endorsement Policy
As a policy, CARD will not lend its name to the
endorsement of any specific program, practice,
or model that is offered for service to people with
autism and related disabilities. However, the
sharing of information and training opportunities
are key functions of the CARD program.
Events, activities, programs, and facilities of the
University of South Florida are available to all
without regard to race, color, marital status,
sex, religion, national origin, disability, age,
Vietnam or disabled veteran status as provided
by law and in accordance with the University’s
respect for personal dignity.
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Training FlashCARD
I would like to introduce this new column by
introducing myself to you. I came to CARD, as the
Director of Training, the day after your last hurricane,
Jeanne. I was heading south as the hurricane was
heading north! I have very excitedly come here
from Pennsylvania where I worked and lived, doing
training and consultation involving disabilities for the
last 15 years.

For the future, we will be available to groups who
request presentations, workshops, and trainings.

At CARD I found a wonderful team of people
to work with who are passionate about helping kids
and families. My goal is to make our training as
efficient as possible while making it effective and
meaningful for those who need it: families, educators
and service providers.

I have a Master’s degree in Instructional
Technology and will be incorporating technology into
our training and technical assistance areas. Our website
will be even more valuable than it is now. We are
looking at a future where you can request a videotape
or CD of a specific skill or concept that you want to
know more about. You will be able to view it in your
home or local library as often as you wish.

One of our changes will be to implement
a system of trainings by request. Though the
announced CARD hosted public trainings that
we had been doing were meaningful for those
who attended, we weren’t getting the numbers of
participants to justify the expense of time and money.

WAYS

TO

REQUEST

A

TRAINING

OR

I will be going into communities to meet with
people to determine the training needs. Please feel free to
contact me with ideas for topics. We will be collaborating
with agencies, providers, and support groups to offer
training and we also encourage you to put together an
informal group and request training from CARD.

You will be hearing more from me in future
newsletters as to our progress and changes. Better yet, to
know about things even sooner, check our website often!
—‘Til next newsletter, Karen Fritch.

WORKSHOP:

On Line: Go to http://card-usf.fmhi.usf.edu/trainingrequest.asp and ﬁll it out the online form.
By Email or Phone: For Desoto, Hardee, Highlands, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco,
Pinellas, Polk, or Sarasota counties email or phone Karen Fritch at kfritch@fmhi.usf.edu
or 813-974-9880. For Charlotte, Collier, Glades, Hendry, or Lee counties email or phone
Connie Philbrook at the Ft. Myers CARD ofﬁce at cphilbro@fgcu.edu or 239-590-7771.
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Avoiding Hair-Raising Haircuts!
In response to a request from a parent
of a child with autism about where she could
take him for a haircut, we sent an email to
get suggestions. Not only did we receive
recommendations, families shared their
experiences with us. We thought we would
share some of those with you.
Dawn reported: “Our ABA therapist used
a PECS system with our son and we practiced
getting a haircut for a week in our home prior
to doing the real thing. We had Vicki as our
stylist and the PECS system worked like a
charm. Not one scream or protest came out of
my son. It was a real blessing to see him act so
grown up.”
Several parents recommended having the
child sit in their lap while the barber cuts the
child’s hair. Barbara explained: “It was long
process to get where we are today. The trick was
for me to sit in the chair with the cape on, my
son sitting on my lap with no cape, a bag of
Skittles and a fast, experienced barber. I always
try to get the first appointment of the day. Now
my son sits on a booster, but I still use Skittles!”
Fredda shared: “We go to a barbershop
that happens to be next to a Hallmark store. My
little boy loves to look at the various character
knick-knacks from the Wizard of Oz and also
the ornaments of Batman and the various
princesses. Because he is obsessed with those, we
were able to use going to the Hallmark store as
a reward for the haircut. He is much better now
about getting through the haircut. Maybe other
families can use something that is important to
their child to help overcome the haircut. Over
time he’s gotten better.”
Cecilia gave this account: “We’ve been
there and this is how we got through it: 1) Cut
hair at home with scissors - clippers were too
much for our son to handle due to sensory
issues (sound and feel of clippers on head). 2)

We would let him pick his favorite video and
put it in. We would do this close to the normal
bath time so that as soon as we were done, he
would take a bath to remove any stray hairs
from body and head. 3) We got a long sheet to
completely cover him in - we would make sure
to cover all skin from the neck down. We found
a sheet was better than plastic - it’s soft, not too
hot, and something he was familiar with. 4) We
would start out with short time periods - 10 to
15 minutes and then gradually increasing over
time. 5) I would cut his hair and try to put it
directly into the trash from my hand or direct
it to the floor so it wouldn’t touch his skin. 6)
He started tolerating haircuts at a salon after
about 8 years old. While he doesn’t like it, he
will sit still and allow the stylist to use scissors
and clippers.”
Mary said: “Haircuts were a nightmare
when my son, now 15, was younger. He would
scream and yell as if he was being tortured. I
cut his hair for a long time and he would act
out terribly. I have perfected my haircutting
skills, and although he gets impatient with the
process, we get through it nicely. He even looks
good despite me being his barber! My son is in
the middle of the spectrum, and as he matures
he does not seem as easily upset by sensory
overload. I know he would be ok with the real
barber too, as he does go there sometimes.”
The last parent offered the following:
“When my son turned six I decided to visit my
local hair shop. The stylist was very nice and
actually had worked with kids with disabilities
before. I explained my son’s disability and she
was understanding and talked to him the whole
time -- explaining what she was doing. She
praised him for being patient and still. When
she moved away, I thought no one else would
be able to cut his hair. However, I found that
when I explained about his autism other stylists
were also able to work with him.

Pre-teaching and reinforcement make for a calm haircut.

For instance, when we went to Carlos,
the first man to cut his hair, I explained about
my son and Carlos was patient and talked
my son through the process. It was great. The
salon gives little toys or he brings his own that
he likes to hold while waiting in the chair.
Once the stylists are done with the haircuts,
they give the children a lollipop, which totally
won my son over.
What worked for my son, was holding
something in his hand to keep him occupied,
explaining the whole process before and during
the haircut, reinforcing the fact that the stylist
is there to help, and of course, knowing that if
he stays still for a little while, there’s a reward, a
lollipop, at the end.”
In summary, most parents advise that you
call ahead to find out what time of the day that
is least busy. Ask which barber or stylist has the
most experience with children who are resistant.
Prepare the child ahead of the visit so they
know what to expect using pictures, drawings
or social stories. Make a game at home of
playing “barbershop”. Allow the child to carry
something in their hand that will help comfort
them. Reward good behavior.

Asperger’s Syndrome: Understanding and Planning for Success
In response to an increasing interest
in learning about educational and
environmental supports for children and
adults with Asperger’s Syndrome, CARDUSF offered a community workshop on
April 19th at the WGCU Public Media
Building on the campus of Florida Gulf
Coast University in Fort Myers.
The theme, “Asperger’s Syndrome:
Understanding and Planning for Success”,
focused on the strengths and challenges of
school-age children and young adults with
the neurobiological disorder. Proactive
strategies and tools for promoting social

interaction skills, improving academic skills,
motor skills, and enhancing quality of life
were offered.
Helpful web-based resources were
exchanged.
The CARD-USF website http://cardusf.fmhi.usf.edu is a reliable source of
information that provides links for families
and educators. It includes the CARD Fact
Sheet #5: What is Asperger’s Syndrome?– both
in English and Spanish. The pamphlet,
Asperger’s Syndrome Information for Kids
is also available on the CARD website.
CARD is developing a new brochure about

Asperger’s Syndrome that will be available
in the near future.
Based on requests from parents and
professionals, the workshop will be offered
again from 6 pm to 8 pm, Tuesday, August
16th at Florida Gulf Coast University.
Registration is required on or before August
11, 2005. Contact the FGCU Branch
Office at cphilbro@fgcu.edu or (239) 5907771 to register. The CARD-USF branch
office at FGCU serves Charlotte, Collier,
Glades, Hendry and Lee counties.
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Strategies For Taking My Child With Autism Into The Community
In February, our family enjoyed a trip to
the Strawberry Festival. The day was fun for
all of us, including our son Dexter, 17, who
has autism.
For most of us who are parents, electing to
take our children to the Strawberry Festival is a
relatively simple decision.
For parents of a child with autism,
contemplating a trip to the Strawberry Festival
involves more complex factors. Will the child
experience a mood swing which could result in
sudden tantrum? Will a reaction to a sudden
noise or strong perfume cause an explosive
reaction? Will we be able to figure out what
is causing the reaction if our child cannot
verbalize it? Is the risk worth the reward?
Many of us are apprehensive about going
into the community with our children who have
autism. We fear that our children will become
the main attraction wherever we go. Fortunately
we can employ strategies to increase the likelihood
that our trip will be successful.
Preparation is key. With his autism,
Dexter experiences mood swings. It is difficult,
sometimes, to take him into the community.
Usually, I have to prepare him for what we will
be doing. I use the strategy of pretend play and
real life situation activities. I incorporate many
of Dexter’s needed skills into those activities.
I simulate the experiences Dex will have
and eliminate some surprises. My focus is to
help him become resilient to the various stimuli
in the environment. In pretend play and real
life situation activities, I create and structure
a culture in a way that exposes him to what
he will be experiencing. Dex then has the
opportunity to practice and learn new skills.

Strategy #1: Choices
I set up some balloons and festival
materials and created a Strawberry Festival
culture. My younger son, who is 15 years old,
also participated. He is a great role model for
his brother.
We went to the Strawberry Festival
website. Dexter looked at the pictures and read
about the activities. Then, he selected what
he wanted to do. He gets very excited about
making his own choices.
We printed out a map of the festival
grounds and, from MapQuest, we printed
directions from our home to the festival. If
necessary, we could have driven to the festival
site for a dry run, so the route would be familiar
to him.

Waiting
Waiting his turn and standing in line is hard
for Dexter, as it is for many children with autism.
We practiced waiting skills in a real life situation
by standing in line in front of a pizza vendor. Dex
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was given the opportunity to decide what he
wanted to do – get out of line and do something
else, or wait and get his pizza. He chose to wait
in line for the pizza. There is no doubt; one of
Dexter’s favorite foods is pizza.
At the festival Dexter waited nicely in a
long line to make and purchase his strawberry
shortcake. This was awesome. And of course,
he enjoyed this treat immensely.

Sensory awareness
I also try to anticipate the sensory
experiences that Dex will encounter. Many
children with autism have heightened sensory
awareness. A noise or a smell can set off negative
behavior. Therefore, we worked on strategies Dex
could use when exposed to sounds (coughing,
sneezing) that irritate him. In the past, Dex
would frequently have an explosive reaction
whenever he heard someone tapping their toes,
fingernails or an object. The sound could be
very subtle. I discovered that sort of noise was
disturbing him and taught him to use words--to
say, “Stop tapping,” “No tapping,” or “I don’t
like that noise.” Currently, Dex is choosing to
use his words appropriately rather than explode
when faced with tapping experiences.
At the festival there was a tent with
musicians singing and tapping their feet. The
proximity of the tent to our eating location was
close, yet Dex sat there, enjoyed the music and
ate his strawberry shortcake calmly.

Strategy #2: Making the event exciting
& motivational
I usually speak with Dexter about the
fun he is going to have. If the experience is
of interest to him, he becomes very excited.
He will express this by clapping, jumping,
laughing and verbalizing relevant words.
This is usually a good indication he is highly
motivated and hence, I am assured to a certain
point that Dex will try to do what is expected
of him (appropriate behavior).
Dexter was excited about going to the
Strawberry Festival. He told me it was because
of cotton candy. As soon as we were on the
festival ground Dex whizzed over to a vendor
selling cotton candy. That was his first treat.
At the festival, Dex enjoyed observing the
rides – from the operation of the rides to the
excitement people showed in their facial and
vocal expressions. This made him giggle.

Strategy #3: Positive feedback
Providing positive feedback is very
important. When I catch Dexter exhibiting a
calm and happy demeanor, I acknowledge that.
“Oh, you are very happy, you are smiling, you
are enjoying the Strawberry Festival‘s music.”
Feedback must be as specific as possible.
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Strategy#4: Consistency in teaching
Dexter can be very hyperactive. He
had to learn to sit and wait. This was very
difficult for him, but with consistency and
practicing these skills in real life situations
he is able to do such. If I had emphasized
sit and wait skills only in one setting, it is
likely, he would have learned to use it only
in that one setting.

Strategy #5: Observation, Redirection,
Acknowledgement
Prior to an outing, I must equip myself
with strategies in order to handle whatever
can happen. It is also important to teach Dex
strategies to use and to review those strategies
before an outing.
A strategy might be to redirect Dex’s
attention by saying, “Use your words” or
“Calm yourself down.” A sensory bag can also
help. He can choose a sensory item out of the
bag: an mp3 player, a note, a squeeze ball.
As parents, we try our best not to let the
negative behavior escalate. When I am in the
community with my son, I make it a point to
be aware of his demeanor at all times. With the
first indication that a negative behavior is about
to occur, I immediately redirect.
For instance, when Dexter covers his ears,
immediately I start to talk him through it.
“It’s very noisy. Do you want to leave?” And
he appreciates that I am acknowledging his
feelings. He shows his appreciation with happy
sounds and a positive change in his disposition.
These are the kinds of things that we parents
must do.
Sometimes, it is daunting and requires
much effort to take our child with autism into
the community, but, with consistency and
strategies, the rewards for doing so are longterm. As each child is different, so, too, will each
child’s improvement be different. By exposing
our autistic child to as many activities, sports,
and community experiences as possible, we learn
where his strengths lie; where he is gifted.
It’s important that we, as parents,
stay patient and do not give up. Progress is
sometimes very slow. If we are patient, our
children will amaze us.
—Sabrina Brathwaite, MAT
In addition to the understanding and
perspective she has gained as a mother,
Sabrina Brathwaite has extensive education,
training, certification and more than a decade
of experience in working with children who
have autism. Using the strategies she outlines
here, she has had many successful outings with
Dexter, including shopping, movies, vacations,
air travel and a 7-day cruise.

Brave Kids: Making Life Easier for Parents and Children
Brave Kids (www.bravekids.org) functions
as an online community and Web resource
directory for children with chronic illness or
disabilities and their families. The site provides
a comprehensive directory of healthcare
specialists, support, recent medical information,
and message boards. In addition, Brave Kids
also currently funds three resource centers (one
in California and two in Washington, DC). All
of these centers are located in hospitals.

Homeward Bound
Kristen Fitzgerald, the founder of Brave
Kids, believes that it is best for both the child
and his or her parents to stay out of the hospital
for as long as possible. The child’s home, with
its familiar surroundings and his or her own
room and toys, is the healthiest environment,
emotionally, for the child, as long as he or she
can get proper healthcare. “We want to provide
whatever we can to make that happen,” says
Fitzgerald. Therefore, in addition to providing
clear information, Fitzgerald aimed to make
Brave Kids the portal to accessing needed
services by offering a comprehensive resource
directory. “Brave Kids has been customdesigned to help parents locate resources in
their communities to provide the best care
possible for their children and to offer the
emotional support the family needs to deal
with their child’s illness,” she says.
To make this possible, Brave Kids
researchers thoroughly check community
resources for a variety of services that could
be used by families so that parents can
conveniently find what they are looking for in
their area. This means that visitors to the Brave
Kids website can choose from a category of
resources needed such as “physical therapy”,
“financial assistance” or “special education”,
enter their zip code, and click “Search.” The
search results include all the organizations in
the area that offer that service, their contact
information, languages spoken, and type of
insurance accepted. The visitor could also
perform an advanced search to limit the
results. The results of the site’s design have
been confirmed by many users. One social
worker let Brave Kids know that the site “saves
me time and effort by allowing me to specify

searches based on zip codes versus having to
spend hours roaming through web pages and
search engines trying to find family resources
in a specific area.”

Coming Soon to a Community Near You
The Resource Directory is currently
available for Southern and Northern
California; Seattle, WA; Washington, DC &
Baltimore; Memphis, TN; Pensacola, Palm
Beach, Fort Lauderdale, and the Tampa/St.
Petersburg areas in Florida. Coming soon is a
statewide Florida Directory. National resources
are listed, so anyone in the United States can
be helped by the Brave Kids directory.

Fun and Support for Children
Though she formed Brave Kids from
her experience as a parent, Kristen Fitzgerald
did not forget to think about the “brave
kids” themselves who are coping with their
chronic illness or disability. As a result, the site
includes a section just for children, called Kid’s
Corner. The area can be accessed by any child
regardless of geographic location and features

Meet new Brave Kid Amanda! Amanda recently received an
MSN TV from Brave Kids and has been enjoying her new
connections via email and the web.

kid’s medical information, games, contests, a
message board and chat rooms. The medical
information in Kid’s Corner is specifically
geared toward children, so that they can learn
about and understand what is happening with
their bodies.
The Kid’s Corner message boards allow
youngsters to connect via email with other
children who have chronic illness or disabilities
around the world. BraveKids.org is a safe place
where children can find comfort and support
from their peers. There are additional chat
rooms and message boards available in the
Family Resources section for caregivers and
family members.

Other Brave Kids Highlights
Most information on the Brave Kids
website is available in Spanish as well.
Fitzgerald says “We wanted to make sure that
as many families as possible could locate all the
healthcare resources in their community very
easily, whether they spoke English or Spanish.”
In the future Brave Kids hopes to have other
languages available.

Contact Brave Kids:
Artwork submited to Club BraveKids
by BraveKid Brian is displayed on their online gallery.

151 Sawgrass Corners Drive, Ste 204-J
Ponte Vedra, FL 32082
800-568-1008
www.bravekids.org

Blueprint for Success Family Conference
A free conference to assist parents in understanding the needs
of children, youth and young adults with disabilities.
Featuring: Dr. Steven P. O’Brien, Psy.D., P.A.
Licensed Psychologist and Health Team Consultant for Bay News 9.
Saturday August 27th, 2005 — 8:30 am - 3:00 pm
Registration starts at 8:00 am
Bayside High School
14405 49th Street North, Clearwater

FREE FUN CAMP FOR KIDS! FREE LUNCH! DOOR PRIZES!
Workshops about IEPs, IDEA, Building Friendships, Families Building
Better Readers, Behavior and Social Skills, Conﬂict Resolution,
Transition, D.A.R.E., Assistive Technology, ADHD, Autism Spectrum
For more information about this conference please call:
Tara Bremer, Area Training Coordinator
Family Network on Disabilities
Phone: 727-937-9579 or 1-800-825-5736
August, 2005 - January, 2006 • CARD Community Connection
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College Transition Tips For Families With Students Affected With Autism
As a mom of three children, two of whom have an autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) – the month of May is a special month for
graduations, end of school, etc. This year is even more special, as my
son, Jeffrey (who is 18 years old) will be graduating and moving on to
college this summer.
Jeffrey has an autism spectrum disorder and his graduation is a
milestone, in that he will be the first student identified on the autism
spectrum to receive a full-time gifted diploma in Sarasota County!
We call him “the can do kid”, because he has worked so very hard to
prove to many people that people with ASD really can be successful if
appropriate supports are in place and you look beyond the “autistic”
label and see the person inside, as we all hope for. Appropriate supports
(as provided by CARD and others) were put in place at his current
school and he has far surpassed what people predicted for him.
Jeffrey has applied to five colleges and was accepted at all of them
(including Georgia Institute of Technology) with his intended major of
software engineering. He will be attending the University of Florida in
Gainesville this summer with his brother (who will be a senior UF.)
Parents of adolescents with high-functioning autism have asked
me how we came to be where we are today. I have identified some
key points that I have learned in the transition process from high
school to college from our experiences with Jeffrey. By recognizing
our children’s strengths and providing supports in the areas that are
difficult, I truly feel that our kids have the best chance for success in
an ever-changing world.
1. Begin Planning Early! Please don’t wait until sophomore year
to see if state and high school graduation requirements will be
met. (I started looking at requirements in 8th grade.)
2. Identify Which College Would Be Appropriate For Your
Child. Choices would include private colleges, state universities,
in-state, or out-of-state (keep in mind if it’s out-of-state, you’ll
probably need family support in the area for success).
3. Identify Your Child’s Strengths And Target The School Most
Able To Provide Further Education In That Area Of Strength.
We needed a school with a strong program in software engineering.
The university he chose is large; however, if it doesn’t work out,
we’ll look at transferring Jeffrey to a smaller, private college. We
were very clear to Jeffrey that it would not be a sign of failure; just
not the appropriate setting for him to learn.

impaired children
in the classroom
on computer skills.
This definitely was
a win-win situation
and it made Jeffrey
competitive for
“Bright Futures”
scholarships. He
earned Florida
Academic Scholars
(100% coverage
of tuition costs,
provided he
maintains his
grades).
6. Don’t Forget
Jeffrey’s Senior Picture.
Community Service
Requirements! Check to see how many hours are required and
what would be the most appropriate way for your child to use
their strengths to meet this requirement. Jeffrey used his sign
language skills to instruct a small group at church and with his
perseveration on “car washes” he became involved in Key Club
car wash rallies. He also used his technology skills to help at
school by being responsible for “New Student Orientation”.
7. Florida Virtual School Is A Good Option For Requirements
That Might Not Be Met At School. Always check with
administration first to be sure the request is appropriate.
Jeffrey is skilled with the computer, but in order to secure the
“Programming” course at school, he needed Algebra II. He
was in Algebra I, and needed Geometry before Algebra II. We
requested that he take Geometry “on line” during the summer,
then in the fall he enrolled in Algebra II and Programming
concurrently.
8. Be Sure That You Have Your Adolescent Re-Evaluated For
Medical Diagnosis. By junior year of high school, you will
need to have your child re-evaluated for the medical diagnosis if
you choose to disclose it on their college applications. Colleges
want to see where your child is NOW, not how he/she was at 5
years of age! This brings up another decision, which is personal
for each family, and that is…

4. Make Sure Your Child Will Meet The Curriculum
Requirements At The School He/She Is Currently Attending.
Physical Education can be a problem for kids with ASD but it
is required for a standard diploma, so…Jeffrey took “Personal
Fitness” on line with Florida Virtual School and another
required health course at his school in the summer. We used
our summers because: 1) downtime is a problem so it kept him
busy and 2) it covered required courses for graduation. Jeffrey
was comfortable doing work “on line” and was comfortable at
his own school for these courses.

9. Decide Whether You Want To Disclose The Medical
Diagnosis On Your College Application. Some real concerns
from parents, are that some schools might discriminate based
on diagnosis. We chose to disclose the diagnosis because we felt
Jeffrey would need whatever resources were available in Student
Disability Services. I also feel that a team effort is better than
pretending the disability doesn’t exist. That doesn’t help him
at all. We disclosed; and he was accepted at the five colleges to
which he applied.

5. Be Creative With Foreign Language Requirements. Florida
Bright Future Scholarships (which can provide up to 100%
of tuition fees at a state university) requires students to have
mastered 2 years of a foreign language. Students with ASD and
who have difficulty with pragmatic language skills may find this
requirement difficult. The Department of Education will accept
2 years of American Sign Language (ASL). Since his school did
not offer ASL, he went to a site school in the district where he
met the criteria in sign language and also worked with hearing

10. Try To Get Summer Classes At A College (Locally If
Possible). Jeffrey attended a 3-week summer computer
programming institute at the University of Central Florida last
summer and it was very successful and great for transitioning.
We met with UCF CARD, the staff, and the resident assistants
for the dorms. It was an extremely positive experience. He did
laundry, mailed postcards, and even became ill while there. Via cell
phone, he did very well living away from his family. (He actually
preferred it, because family life is not structured enough for him!)
>> Continued on page 7 >>
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Autism Support

CHARLOTTE COUNTY

National Alliance for Autism and Research Southwest Florida Branch
(Walk F.A.R. for NAAR)
Contact Sharon Boyd for meeting dates and times or to
be added to their mailing list for upcoming events. Port
Charlotte, FL
Phone: 941-697-9772
Email: NAAR@mail2help.com

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
Concerned Parents of Autistic Children
Meetings are held on last Sunday of the month
Time: 3:00 - 5:00 pm
Place: Nature’s Health Food Store in Valrico
Contact: Dr. Housam Moursi, 813-643-9393
KIDDS (Keys for Individuals with Developmental Disabilities)
When: 2nd Thursday of November, February, and April
Time and Location will be provided when you RSVP
To RSVP contact one of the following individuals
Kris Zak at krizak@earthling.net
Phyllis Guthman at Phyllis.Guthman@sdhc.k12.fl.us
To leave a voice message, please call 813-837-7735

Support Group (ASD to ADHD)
Time: 2nd Thursday (Monthly) 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: Covenant Presbyterian Church
MacGregor Blvd., Room F204, Ft. Myers
Contact: Carol Simontacchi; Email: csimontacchi@cs.com

PASCO COUNTY
(Herrnando County has the closest support group)

Hernando Autism Parenting & Personal Experience Network (HAPPEN)
Time: 3rd Wednesday (monthly), 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Place: Pediatric Therapy Works
Contact: Leslie Bolen at 352-683-0209 for directions
Rock of Refuge Support Group
Group covers all special needs/disabilities, including autism,
ADHD, mental retardation and physical disabilities.
Time: 2nd Friday (monthly), 7:00 - 8:30 pm
Location: Victorious Life Church, 6224 Old Pasco Rd.,
Wesley Chapel, Bldg. 300
Respite care provided during meeting -- must RSVP for
respite! Call the church office 813-973-2230 for more
information or to RSVP for respite.

PINELLAS COUNTY

PASS (Parents of AS/HFA Support Group)
Support group for parents of children with Asperger’s
Syndrome or High Functioning Autism. Meets monthly.
Contact: Karen Boughner for details at 813-643-1441 or
e-mail: karen@theboughners.com

Gulf Coast ASA Chapter #134
Time: 2nd Wednesday (monthly), 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Place: Abilities in Clearwater - 2735 Whitney Rd.
Contact: Filomena MacDonald, 727-789-0082

Sibling Support Group “Lauren’s Link”
A group for kids ages 8- 15 who have a sibling with a
special need. Meeting dates for 2005: 08/12; 09/09; 10/07;
11/04 and 12/02.
Location: St. Andrew’s United Methodist Church, Room
302. 3315 Bryan Road (at Bloomingdale Ave.) in Brandon
Time: 7:00 - 8:00 pm
Contact: Karen Boughner at 813-643-1441 or e-mail:
karen@theboughners.com

Parental Encouragement for Autistic Children Everywhere (PEACE)
Time: 1st Tuesday (Monthly) 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Place: Family Fundamentals Bldg.
1021 Lakeland Blvd., Lakeland
Contact: Nicole 863-686-1221 ext 228 or email
Nikki73170@aol.com Sabra 863-688-4836 or email
Sabrasm@msn.com
Website: http://www.peacelakeland.com

LEE COUNTY
Adonis Autism Center of Southwest Florida
Time: 3rd Thursday (monthly), 7:00 p.m.
Place: Bashaw home, 1456 Lynwood Avenue, Ft. Myers
Contact: Maureen Bashaw, 239-332-5395
Website: http://www.adonisautismflorida.com
Autism Done a New Way (Diet/Biomedical emphasis)
Time: 3rd Sunday (monthly), 6:00 p.m.
Place: Royal Palm Corporate Center, Royal Palm Sqr. Blvd.
Summerlin and Colonial past Publix
Contact: Stacy Alvarez, 239-549-2633
Florida Autistic Society
Time: Group meets informally. Call for meeting times.
Place: Ft. Myers area.
Contact: Kate Cullen, 239-433-4929
Southwest Florida ASA Chapter #555
Contact: Fran Swanson, 239-768-0723
Please call for meeting times.
Respite provided while parents attend meeting.

POLK COUNTY

SARASOTA COUNTY
Manasota ASA Chapter #535
Contact the chapter for location of summer meeting times.
Time: 1st Friday (monthly Sept-May), 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Place: Toledo Blade Elementary School - 1201 Geranium
Avenue, North Port, FL
Chapter email: manasotaautism@msn.com
Web: http://www.manasotaautism.com
Chapter Contacts: Heather Koenig 941-426-3885
Spanish speakers contact Alicia 941-377-0959
Biological Interventions for Autistic Spectrum Disorders (BIASD)
Meets second Friday of each month from 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
First hour will be structured, social hour follows.
Location: Whole Foods in Sarasota at 1451 1st Street, next
to the downtown Selby Library.
For more information contact Dianna at 941-341-9922 or
Michelle at 941-266-7326. By email at info@biasd.net
Website: http://www.biasd.net
Please contact CARD-USF with changes or additions.
Support Group listings are provided as a service and are not
an endorsement by CARD-USF.

College Transition Tips For Families With Students Affected With Autism (continued...)
11. Take College Visits To The Campus, and Search Out The
Disabilities Services Office. This is critical to providing academic
supports (note taking, extended test time, alternative test settings,
readers, etc.) and you need to see the college to be better informed.
12. Remember That College Is Not An Entitlement! No More IEPs or
FAPE! The good news, however, is that your child will have protections
under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or
under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973* and as such
may still have protection under the law for appropriate documented
accommodations. If your child is 18, he/she is now a legal adult and in
order for you to speak with anyone at the college, your child will need

to provide a letter of release to the college departments allowing the
release of information to you, the parent.
These are just a few tips that I have learned from our experiences
and I know we have a lot more to learn to help Jeffrey. He has worked
hard to prove that people affected with ASD can learn, be productive,
and enjoy life too; not always the same as everyone else, but that’s really
what completes our world!
—Jill Schmidt
*Visit the website of the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) to read the brochure Students
with Disabilities Preparing for Postsecondary Education: Know Your Rights and
Responsibilities. http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/transition.html
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13th Annual CARD Conference

About the Conference

January 21-22, 2006
Renaissance Tampa Hotel International Plaza
Tampa, Florida

Pre-Conference for Teachers:
for Autism
Keynote:Center
Gary Mesibov,
Program

inspire passion into action
Pre-Conference Day
January 20, 2006
For more information about the conference:
Call Donna at 813-974-6168

TEACCH
& Related

Disabilties

Pre-Conference on Adult Services:
Keynotes: Paul Wehman,
Organizational ChangeEmployment and Peter Gerhardt,
Social Rules and Employment

Two-Day Conference:
Nationally known speakers such
as Dr. Gary Mesibov, Dr. Doug
Biklin, Dr. Nancy Minshew, will
be addressing topics including
Education, Behavior and
Communication, Community
Building and current Brain Study
Research. Practical strategies will
be provided that can be used in
everyday life.

The CARD Conference is sponsored by: CARD centers located at the University of South Florida, the University of Central Florida, the University of Miami, the University of
Florida (Gainesville & Jacksonville), Florida Atlantic University, and Florida State Univeristy; and by the Florida Outreach Project for Children and Young Adults who are DeafBlind. The Pre-conference Day for Teachers is sponsored by the Department of Education, Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student Services. The Pre-Conference Day
focusing on Adult Services is sponsored by the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council, Inc.
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Louis de la Parte Florida Mental Health Institute
University of South Florida
13301 Bruce B. Downs Blvd., MHC 2113A
Tampa, FL 33612-3899
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